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As warmer days return, it feels as if our community is returning to our characteristics pre-pandemic. We 
have welcomed a number of visitors to school to enrich our co-curricular programme, and many pupils have 
participated in inter-school sports fixtures. However it was our first ever STEM Week (science, technology, 
engineering and maths) which filled the school with excitement. Children presented their own investigations, 
explored and created different wheeled modes of transport and enjoyed visiting two of the homes of British 
motorsport. Our vision to see children flourishing through our engaging and relevant curriculum was, as you 
will read, truly in evidence this term!

Nicola Flower, Headteacher

Year 4 became film directors when Brickies visited us 
to teach us about stop motion. We spent the workshop 
learning how to build a set out of Lego, shoot each frame 
and adjust the speed. We were pleased with the outcome 
and during STEM week we were able to use our new skills 
to shoot our own films about wheels.

Katie D and Dylan S, 4O 

 

We have loved Forest School this year. We 
enjoyed making crowns from twigs and leaves 
to be the king of the forest. Lots of us liked bug 
hunting and making bug hotels. We were even 
allowed to jump in 
muddy puddles! 
And best of all we 
got to have hot 
chocolate instead  
of milk! 

Piper N,  
Dhaya M, Uma T, 
Rohan Y, 1W

 

Prior to regionals, we trained very hard and 
worked on our techniques and set pieces. On 11th 
March, a team of Year 5 and Year 6 boys went to 
Thamesmead in Greenwich to play in the South 
East Regional Finals. We comfortably won the first 
match, sadly lost the second match and we drew the 
last match meaning that we didn’t progress onto the National Finals. However, we 
played with determination and showed our school values whilst playing on the pitch. 

Ed M and Giacomo M, 6H

  
 

We decided to 
host a cake sale to 
raise money for 
Ripple Africa who 

help to improve education, healthcare and the 
environment for African communities. We baked 
chocolate and vanilla cupcakes and sold them and 
managed to make £163 which we hope will go 
towards school supplies such as lunches, books 
and learning equipment. This links to Year 6’s 
Ripple responsibility of ‘We are Change Makers’ 
where we look to find ways to help others 
outside our community. 

Inny I and Charlotte R, 6H 

In January, our local conservative MP, Joy Morrissey, 
visited our school to tell us all about her role and 
what she does in the House of Commons. It was 
interesting to hear about how decisions are made 
and how bills are passed in parliament. We also 
learnt about what she does for the community, 
her travels around the world and the skills needed 

to be an MP. She encouraged us to can contact her about issues within the local area. 

Lalitha O and Daisy S, 6B



 

In History, Year 3 have been learning about 
the development of Gerrards Cross and, in 
particular, the story of our school. The school 
itself dates back to 1862, but the original building 
was opposite the Common, near the playground. 
There were a lot less pupils at the school in 
those days and they didn’t have the uniforms that 
we all wear now. The school was rebuilt in 1969 
on its current site in Moreland Drive.

Alan A & Rhys C, 3A

In our Geography lesson, our class played a game where we learnt all about Fair Trade. Each table had a 
different resource pack and set of instructions. Two tables were sugar cane farmers in Uganda and had 
to colour and cut out their produce. Another two tables were sugar beet farmers in UK and one table 
was producing sweets in the UK. Some groups were given more pencils or scissors and were paid more 
money for their crops. We found out how unfair trade with less developed countries can be.

Amaanat B and Archie C, 4T

 
Our teacher gave us a Mathematical challenge 
thinking carefully about wheels. We had to make 
25 wheels using bikes and trikes. We had to 
choose a number of bikes and trikes and calculate 
how many wheels they made altogether. I tried 7 
trikes and 2 bikes which made 25! There were 4 
possible answers. Can you find the rest?

Rocco A, 2PM

‘I liked looking at the McLaren car because it looks  
so fast.’ Vihaan J

‘I loved seeing the tractor because the wheels were so 
big. They use the tractor for cutting the grass.’  
Mariam T

‘I liked colouring in the spinners and playing the game 
with Year 6.’ Audrey C

‘I liked the different kinds of wheels. Some were big 
and some were small.’ Elsie S

‘I liked all of the cars but especially the tractor.  
It was so big!’ Logan W 

‘I liked the Campervan because it looked so cool!’ 
Zayan M

‘I loved playing the race car game on the computer 
with Year 6. It was so fun with the headphones on!’  
Rapha O

#STEM week 2022
 
 

During STEM week we did lots of 
exciting and educational things, including 
a skateboard workshop which was 
awesome! We tried to balance and 
jump on the skateboard. In Maths we 
learnt how to measure perimeter using 
a trundle wheel and we learnt you 
measure the whole shape. We also 
completed Towers of Hanoi puzzles 
which were great fun but very, very 
tricky. Later in the week, the McNally 
brothers came and showed us how to 
take the tyres off a car and change them, 
using a jack, which we’d never seen 
before; it was brilliant! 

Grace B-R, Mayas J,  
Sruthi K and Bea S, 3B

  
 

 
During STEM week 2022, KS2 visited Silverstone 
Interactive Museum. We explored the museum 
and F1 cars, learned about tyres and 
suspension and even watched McLarens 
race on the track. Our favourite fact 
of the day was that the racing suits are 
designed by NASA and are fire resistant 
for up to thirty seconds!

Jesse D and Jack K, 4O and 4T

  

We designed futuristic vehicles on an app called 
Morphi. I thought of a train with rocket boosters and 
spike wheels to go up steep hills. The winners of each 
class are going to be printed on our new 3D printer. 
In our fuels workshop, Mr Moore helped us to do an 
experiment where we had to create oxygen using 
copper sulphate and hydrogen peroxide. To tell if it 
worked, Mr Moore put a stick into the side to see if it 
would relight. 

Eddie A and Jonny C, 6B

Science Fair was exhilarating! We loved it. We 
chose and researched a question. Our questions 
were ‘What sugar makes the best brownies?’ and 
‘Do horses have a favourite food?’ On the day we 
shared our work with the school and our parents.  
It was fun and exciting! 

Sadie B and James, 5M

This trip was amazing and like nothing 
we have ever been on before! We learnt 
about the special features of racing 
cars and saw some cars racing on the 
track whilst eating our lunch. The special 
effects cinema was fantastic – the seats 
vibrated and it felt like we were driving 
on the race track. 

Bronwyn and Zara, 5M

We visited the Brooklands Museum during STEM week.  
I really enjoyed seeing the buses because we could go inside 
them. It was magnificent to learn that the red buses were 
used in central London while the outer London buses 
were green to match the countryside. My most favourite 
part of the trip was looking at the 
first aircraft that was ever built  
with propellers at the back of it. 

Kaiden D, 2PM

In the scooter workshop it was the first time some of us had 
scooted on 2 wheels and it was hard to balance. Braking was 
also a bit tricky. It was exciting to bring our own bikes and 
scooters to school. The obstacle course helped us to practice 
careful steering as we had to go round a roundabout and in 
and out of cones. When we made wind buggies, we made 
sure the axles could turn in the axle holders so the wheels 
could move with the force of the wind.

Kazim A, Raffy d’A, Nathaniel CC, 1W

 
 

‘I have loved learning all about 
cows on the farm. They make 
milk.’ Avnie D

‘I loved playing in the farm 
role play area. I loved the 
tractors.’ Dexter B

‘I liked it when Year 6 came 
over to our classroom and 
played games with us. I came 
first place!’ Jacob B

‘I love learning outside in the 
water tray.’ Ella T

‘I love playing outside in the 
house with RH too.’  
Emil MR

‘I like learning how to write 
words. Phonics helps me to 
do this.’ Ameya A



 PTA NEWS
We hope you have enjoyed a busy Spring Term.  
A hive of activity as always – we would like to 
take this opportunity to thank parents and carers 
for your support and generosity throughout.

A big thank you for the donations we were able 
to receive for the Ukraine appeal. We were able 
to bless the Ukraine effort as well as our local 
Slough foodbank – both were extremely grateful 
for your generosity.

We have had an encouraging response to our 
Easter Egg Trail taking place on Saturday 9th and 
Sunday 10th April. We hope all the families taking 
part have a fun time out and about in Gerrards 
Cross and enjoy the chocolate treats.

Talking of treats, we would like to extend a 
massive thank you for all the Easter Hamper 
donations – the hampers are looking incredible 

with lots of delicious contents. We are very much 
looking forward to a successful Lent Fair this 
week and seeing lots of children’s smiley faces and 
beautiful hampers won.

Behind the scenes we are busy planning our 
Big Night Out summer social taking place on 
Friday 20th May and have lots of fun and fabulous 
additions to the evening that we wouldn’t want 
you to miss! There are still some tickets left so 
please come and join the fun!

We are also busy planning Party in the Playground 
for all our families on Saturday 2nd July. It is one 
of the most fun days on our school calendar for 
children and adults alike. We are just over the 
moon that we can hold this long-established 
event again. Tickets will be on sale next term so 
please look out for more details.

As always, if anyone would like to get involved 
with helping on the PTA please just let us know – 
would be great to have you on the team!

All that’s left from us is to wish you a very  
happy Easter holiday and look forward to lots  
of celebratory summer vibes next term.

Thanks a million,

Your PTA

Editors Nicola Flower & PTA Editor Jen Price

Proudly sponsored by

During this term, we celebrated our 
school values in Values Assembly. Our 
Values ambassadors chose three children 
from each class who have been showing 
school values both in the classroom and 
in the playground. From 5H Jacqueline 
was chosen for showing Love, Annabel 
for showing Community, and Will for 
showing Forgiveness. Our school values 
are important because they help us 
to flourish and be kind to teachers 
and friends and also family and people 
outside of our fabulous school.

Sonya S, 5H

 

In Year 5, our history topic has been 
about the Anglo-Saxons. We were 
very lucky to get a special visit from 
‘History Off the Page’ to celebrate the 
special day dedicated to the Anglo-
Saxons. Everyone dressed up – even 
the adults! Some kind parents joined us 
and dressed as Anglo-Saxon women 
and showed us how to make ink, 
candles and dig 
for artefacts. 
Thank you to 
everyone who 
made it possible. 
I loved it!

Sadie M, 5H

A man called Bob brought lots of bags of Lego to school for us to create 
a model of London in 1666. We watched how to build a Tudor house and 
then we made our own. I found it hard to build the blocks in a brick pattern 
but I tried harder and then I just did it! We put our houses really close 
together, next to the River Thames. During the Great Fire of London, the 
fire spread quickly because there was only a tiny gap between the wooden houses.

Jennie F, 2KM

On Number Day we had to  
work out what Eco-friendly items 
we could buy with £50. We looked 
at the prices and made sure each 
item wasn’t too expensive when 
added up together. I bought a 
bamboo toothbrush for £23 and 
a pack of plastic-free toothpaste 
tablets for £9. Altogether I spent 
£32 and got £18 change from my 
£50 note. I learnt that when I am 
older I need to check the prices and 
spend my money carefully.

Naufal G, 2KM 

This half term, Year 3 have been on ‘Footsteps’ training. It has taught us all about road safety and  
how to be responsible and sensible when crossing roads. We learned about what the different lights  
on a car mean so we can tell what they might be doing, as well as knowing what different traffic lights at 
crossings mean. These skills will be very useful for us as we get older and cross roads more often.

Veer K & Daniyal N, 3A


